PRESS RELEASE

HANSA HEAVY LIFT DELIVERS FIVE LARGE CRANES TO BULGARIA AND EGYPT
Hamburg, Germany, Monday 14th November 2016 - HANSA HEAVY LIFT has transported five
Gottwald mobile harbour cranes, weighing a total of 1,400 metric tonnes, loading them in
Denmark and Belgium and delivering them to Bulgaria and Egypt.
All five cranes were lifted and stowed fully erected on deck, which limited the line of sight for
the crew aboard HHL Rio de Janeiro, requiring an extra radar scanner to be installed on the
foremast.
Extra risk assessments were also carried out prior to commencing the voyage, in order to fully
comply with all local and flag regulations.
“Thanks to our in-house team of naval architects and engineers, we were able to develop a
quick, on-the-spot solution for this very challenging project,” said Ian Broad, Director Marine
Operations, HANSA HEAVY LIFT.
“Our crews had to adjust the stowage and lashing plans for each crane in order to ensure we
could accommodate all five of them on deck.”
In addition to the five cranes carried on deck, the voyage included the transportation of four
grabs, two bromma container spreaders and a dismantled Demag mobile crane, which were
shipped under deck.
“We were able to overcome very tight stowage, which at places only had 20 to 30 cm
clearance, by using heavy lift platforms to increase available deck space,” said Captain Johan
Buysse, Cargo Superintendent, HANSA HEAVY LIFT.
The cranes were loaded at the ports of Nyborg, Frederikshavn and Aalborg in Denmark, as well
as the port of Antwerp in Belgium.
They were then delivered to Bourgas and Varna in Bulgaria, as well as El Dekheila and Damietta
in Egypt.
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HANSA HEAVY LIFT specialises in heavy lift, super heavy lift, and project cargo, with an
increasing focus on transport and installation (T&I) in the subsea oil and gas markets, as well as
the offshore windfarm sector.
More information at www.hansaheavylift.com
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For a high resolution version of the images, contact Emma at emma@meantime.global
Picture caption: HANSA HEAVY LIFT has transported five Gottwald mobile harbour
cranes, weighing a total of 1,400 metric tonnes, loading them in Denmark and Belgium
and delivering them to Bulgaria and Egypt.
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